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Fully funded, construction underway
W Resources’ flagship La Parrilla (“LP”) tungsten project is now fully permitted and
funded. Construction activities onsite are in full swing, running to schedule and on
budget. The securing of major off-take deals rounded off 12-months of impressive
progress and the focus is now firmly on fast-tracking La Parrilla into production,
with first ore expected by the end of the year. The timing is prescient, with WRes
bringing on a sector-leading, low opex and capex mine and conflict-free source of
tungsten to coincide with a major rebound in tungsten prices and fundamentals.
Fully funded. The finalisation of a $35m loan facility with BlackRock means that LP
construction is now fully-funded. Securing non-dilutive debt financing with a major
institution is a major achievement, and further validation of project quality, in our view.
Off-take secured. Two major long-term off-take agreements have been signed, one of
which with the largest tungsten processing company in Europe. The off-take covers 80%
of planned production. This serves as further evidence of the commercial attractiveness of
LP’s high-grade, high-quality concentrate. We see LP as an important source of conflictfree tungsten and tin, ideally positioned to supply the European hub.
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Grant awarded. WRes’s 100% subsidiary in Spain has been awarded €5.3m of
government grant funds equating to 32% of the plant and facilities package. The grant, at
the upper end of the expected range demonstrates the strength of the company’s local
community and government relationships. Plus, a useful cash boost, post construction.

Turner Pope contact details
Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Ltd
6th Floor, Becket House
36 Old Jewry
London
EC2R 8DD

No hiatus. Prior to securing funding, WRes adeptly managed the pre-production phase to
ensure that LP was construction-ready, with all major long-lead items contracted. Along
with the considerable infrastructure already in place and all regulatory permits in hand,
this meant that WRes was able to press ahead with full construction without delay,
maintaining its aim of commissioning beginning 12 months after the FID.

Tel:
Email:
Web:

Construction underway! The construction team has been mobilised to site with multiple
work streams in progress. Earthworks are underway and the first concrete pour for the
crusher site has been made. Crushers are 95% completed, equipment will mobilize to site
sequentially as needed. Design and fabrication of the jigging circuit and concentration
plant are well advanced. The power upgrade is being installed, and the final design of the
tailings has been completed. Grade control drilling will start next month, by which time
the selection of mining contractor will have been made. 1st ore scheduled for Q1 2019.

0203 621 4120
info@turnerpope.com
www.turnerpope.com
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Project re-cap. Staged development is on target with T2 project production (2Mtpa
ROM) projected to start in late 2018, producing >2,700tpa tungsten concentrate and
400tpa tin, ramping up to the T3.5 expansion (3.5Mtpa ROM, >4,000tpa tungsten con.).
Capex of $27.8m (T2), and $20m (T3.5) drives sector-leading capital intensity, with
$94/mtu opex placing LP near the bottom quartile of the industry cost curve.
Tungsten is flying. The current tungsten European APT price is $325/mtu, up 86% since
early 2016, and already higher than the price deck in WRes’ FID Report. We see further
upside to prices given the Chinese supply crunch, limited availability of stocks, strong
downstream demand and the limited number of quality new projects in the pipeline.
Our NPV10 for LP is $61m (0.83p/sh fully diluted), with an IRR of 70%. We derive an
indicative risked valuation for LP (at 0.9x NAV) of $55m (£41m, 0.74p/sh). For
WRes, we derive a NAV/earnings blended valuation of £53m (0.96p/sh, 85%
upside). We see considerable scope for further value accretion as WRes transitions
into a producer, leveraging the tungsten price and bringing additional projects into
development.
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12 months of solid progress
La Parrilla T2 development reaches critical mass
W Resources (AIM: WRES) “WRes” has made considerable progress over the last 12 months at the
company’s flagship La Parrilla tungsten project. The company has ticked-off several key development and
financing milestones relating to the La Parrilla T2 project which is now fully funded, with development
on budget and on schedule. This impressive progress has been reflected in the company’s share price
which has shown peak price appreciation of 92.5% over the last 12 months (April 2017 to peak price of
0.65p in March 2018).
Figure 1 – WRes – key events and share price appreciation over the last 12 months
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Figure 2 – WRes – recent key milestones achieved

Source: Turner Pope

Note: All “$” used in this research note denotes US Dollars.
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WRes has out-performed the market by a considerable margin
Off the back of the solid development and financing progress, coupled with continued strengthening of
tungsten and tin fundamentals, WRes has outperformed the wider market by a considerable margin.
Measured against other companies on AIM, specifically the AIM All-Share index, WRes has enjoyed a
92,4% increase in share price over the last year, versus a mere 11.4% for the All-share Index.
Figure 3 – WRes share price vs AIM All-share index
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Tungsten is flying, but lots of scope for further price appreciation
Figure 4 – Tungsten European APT price (US$/mtu)
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Correlation between WRes share price and Tungsten APT price
Figure 5 – WRes share price (p) versus Tungsten European APT price (US$/mtu)
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Tin is also undergoing a significant recovery
Figure 6 – LME Tin price (US$/t) – 10-year chart
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Dilution controlled, value-accretive targeted financing, Directors aligned
Over the last three years, WRes has continued to follow a disciplined approach to equity funding. We
plot the magnitude of recent equity financings in the chart below, all of which are relatively small
placings.
WRes has undertaken placings only when required, and the solid development progress over the last year
in particular has allowed the company to incrementally raise funds are a higher share price, further
demonstrating commitment to dilution control. Recent placings were undertaken at 0.28p (June ’17),
0.38p (Oct ’17) and 0.50p (Apr ’17).
Importantly, we note that each placing has been accompanied by a very specific use of proceeds which
we have annotated on the chart below. Funds from placings have thus been used to achieve specific
development, permitting, or construction goals for example, which we view as refreshing given the
number of other “lifestyle” companies on the AIM market. Clearly, the US$35m loan facility with
BlackRock means that La Parrilla is fully-funded, and any further equity dilution is likely to be limited, in
our view.
Also, of note is that bar the last placing, Directors have participated in all the other placings, which we
view as a further vote of confidence in the project, and the willingness of Directors to be aligned with
shareholders. Again, on the Aim market, director participation is an area we look at closely and are often
disappointed. Not so with WRes.
Figure 7 – Recent equity placings, use of funds and Director participation
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La Parrilla is fully-funded
BlackRock US$35m debt finance facility secured
In mid-February 2018, W Resources finalised a US$35m loan to fund the development of the company’s

flagship La Parrilla tungsten project in Spain, an increase from the $30m proposed in the company’s
initial communication to the market earlier in the month.
BlackRock on board
WRes has signed an agreement with lenders, including one or more funds managed by BlackRock
Financial Management Inc, to provide a secured term loan of $35m. The first $13.1m tranche was
available to be drawn shortly after the finalisation of the debt package, with the $21.9m balance
expected to be drawn down during Q2, subject to satisfaction of typical conditions precedent.
Key loan terms
The loan has a 5-year term and WRes has the right to repay the loan after two years (5% premium),
three years (3% premium) or four years (no premium). Repayment will be made by a free cash-flow
sweep and the loan is subject to an average 5-year interest rate of 12.4%. Lenders fees amount to 3%
upfront, and warrants totalling 5% of W’s fully diluted equity. We view these as relatively standard terms
for debt financing in the mining industry at present.
Implications; La Parrilla is now fully funded
This is a major milestone for WRes and significantly de-risks the project. The fully permitted La Parrilla
project is construction ready and with a short 12-month build time-frame, this equates to first ore in Q1
2019, with tungsten production ramping up during Q1 2019. Specifically, the loan fully funds the “T2”
restart of La Parrilla (2Mtpa ROM) equating to >2,700tpa tungsten concentrate.
WRes had everything ready for launch
Prior to securing this debt, WRes adeptly managed the pre-production phase to ensure that La Parrilla
was construction ready negating the possibility of major delays between the receipt of funding and
construction. With engineering work well-advanced and all major plant components contracted,
including the crucial long-lead time items (crusher, jig & mill, concentrator), the debt financing package
was the last remaining component required to commence construction.
The considerable infrastructure already in place at the La Parrilla site including roads, water and power,
in conjunction with the receipt of all regulatory permits, meant that WRes was able to press ahead with
full construction without delay, maintaining its aim of first production within 12 months.
Major validation of project quality
Securing non-dilutive debt financing to completely fund the re-start of mining operations is a major
achievement for WRes. Furthermore, we view this magnitude of funding from one of the world’s premier
financial institutions as a meaningful validation of La Parrilla’s operating metrics and vote of confidence
in the company’s management team. WRes expects the T3.5 expansion (3.5Mtpa ROM, >4,000tpa
tungsten concentrate) to be funded from cash flow and we expect future shareholder dilution to be
minimal.
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Off-take secured
Two major off-take agreements signed
After the finalisation of the $35m debt facility in February 2017, WRes subsequently announced that it
had signed two major long-term off-take agreements. The first off-take agreement is with Wolfram
Bergbau und Hütten AG, (“WBH”), the largest tungsten processing company in Europe and the second is
directly with a leading supplier to the USA tungsten markets.
Competitive terms covering the majority of planned production
Under the off-take agreements, WRes will supply 66% WO3 concentrate from its La Parrilla mine on
competitive pricing terms. The offtake agreements cover the initial T2 development of the La Parrilla
Mine and will account for approximately 80% of the planned production tonnage from this phase. To
reiterate, the T2 phase should produce >2,700tpa tungsten concentrate annually. This implies that
c.2,160tpa of concentrate is covered by the current off-take agreements.
La Parrilla’s quality concentrate and location sets WRes apart
As we pointed out in our initiation of coverage last year, one of the elements that sets La Parrilla apart is
the high quality of its tungsten and tin concentrate. The concentrates are very “clean”, i.e. they do not
contain high levels of deleterious elements, and the commercial attractiveness of the concentrates has
already been demonstrated during the short production run in late 2016, when the concentrate was well
received by customers.
The European location of La Parrilla is significant, and we see the product being attractive to European
customers who can be serviced by road transport, with the port of Huelva available for seaborne freight
to North American and the Middle East if required.
La Parrilla has attracted high-quality off-takers
WBH is one of the world’s leading supplier of high-quality tungsten-based powders. WBH sources raw
tungsten material from its own mine at Mittersill in Austria which produces a scheelite concentrate.
Whilst Mittersill provides an important part of the raw material requirement of WBH and security of
supply, the company also requires additional feed and material is also sourced via purchased tungsten
concentrates from all over the world, plus recycled products and semi-finished products from other
smelting plants.
WBH operates a refinery operation in St. Martin im Sulmtal, Austria, where the scheelite concentrate
from its own mine and 3rd party tungsten concentrates are refined into a pure intermediate product,
ammonium para tungstate (APT). The APT is then used to produce a variety of high-end tungsten oxide,
tungsten metal and tungsten carbide powders for the powder metallurgical industry. St. Martin im
Sulmtal is the only integrated tungsten smelting plant outside Asia and Russia.
We continue to see La Parrilla as an important source of tungsten concentrate for companies such
as WBH, given that a considerable component of WBH’s purchased concentrates are sourced from
cooperative or small-scale mines in Africa and South America. Clearly, this also adds a burden of effort to
endeavour that purchased concentrates meet strict standards regarding ethical supply the traceability
through the supply chain.
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La Parrilla in Spain, along with Régua and Tarouca, tungsten development projects in Portugal are
ideally located to supply tungsten concentrate into the European economic hub. Over and above the
high-quality of La Parrilla’s concentrate, customers gain a freight netback premium versus concentrate
shipped to Europe from China, South America, or railed overland from Russia.
Figure 8 – WRes’s tungsten projects are ideally located to supply into the European hub

Source: Turner Pope

The issue for the industry, but the competitive advantage for WRes is that tungsten mine production is
highly concentrated in China which accounts for approximately 80% of global mine supply. The largest
tungsten producing countries are China, Vietnam, Russia, Boliva, only then followed by Austria, Spain,
Rwanda and the UK. Although Austria is the top-5 producer, the country accounts for only 1% of global
supply, and Austria, Spain, UK and Portugal combined account for a mere 3.3% (2,930mt).
Figure 9 – Global tungsten mine production is highly concentrated
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€5.3m grant awarded
Testament to project quality and strong relationships
In May 2017, WRes’s wholly-owned subsidiary in Spain, Iberian Resources applied for grants from the
Extremadura Regional Government for a percentage of the plant and facilities package (i.e. crusher, jig &
mill, and concentrator) which at the time was defined at €19.5m.
In March 2018, the company announced that it had been formally awarded €5.3m of grant funds. This
equates to 32% (at the upper-end range) of the €16.6m plant and facilities package that qualified for
grant contribution.
The grant for such a large proportion of the LP development is significant. WRes had previously indicated
that grant could be up to a maximum of 30%, and we assumed only 25% in our model, and thus we view
this as a major achievement for WRes. The grant also provides further validation of the not only the
quality of La Parrilla, but also is testament to the company’s strong local community and government
relationships.
Extra funding to flow in at a critical time
The grant will be paid by the Junta de Extremadura Government to Iberian Resources upon the
fulfilment of various conditions including the completion of the plant and facilities and meeting the
target employment levels, as outlined in the application. The conditions of the Grant need to be fulfilled
by 14 March 2020.
Although the funds from the grant will received only post the construction of the La Parrilla plant, the
funds are likely to arrive during the critical commissioning and ramp up period. This extra funding will
be extremely useful during the early production phase or could potentially be used to service project debt
repayments. This is important as most mining projects in our experience are subject to the most financial
stress during ramp-up at the time when debt repayments typically commence.
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Development and construction progress
Pre-production activities
Long-lead time items ordered.
WRes has been busy moving all the components into play to ensure that La Parrilla can transition to the
construction phase immediately after the completion of the BlackRock financing. In addition to having all
permits in place, the procurement and manufacture of long-lead time items for the processing plant on
the critical path are well underway. The fixed price nature of the contracts provides a high-level of
confidence that LP can be developed on-budget.
WRes has made impressive progress in our view, with all key contracts now awarded:


Jig and mill contract - awarded in April 2017 to allmineral at a contract price of €4.98m.
allmineral is providing vendor finance for just under 50% of the contract price on very
competitive terms. It is designed to accept feed at a rate of 350tph and has been designed to
allow rapid expansion of La Parrilla from 1.95mtpa to 3.5mtpa ROM.



Crusher plant – awarded in August 2017 to Metso, at a contract price of €1.2m. The crusher is
designed to be able to quickly expand from 2 Mtpa to 3.5 Mtpa.



Concentrator – awarded in January 2018 to allmineral at a contract price of €8m. As with the
crusher, the layout of the concentrator allows scope for potential incremental capacity additions
as well as the possibility of an ultrafine falcon circuit addition to maximise recoveries in the
future.

Preparatory work is well advanced and by the end of March 2018, WRes reported that approximately
60% of the total project commitments had been placed in firm contracts or purchase orders. The Crusher
engineering is 98% finalised and award of the structural steel contract has been awarded to Ditecsa in
Seville Spain.
Figure 10 – Key processing plant equipment and long-lead items – engineering and manufacture underway

Source: WRes
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Construction in full-swing
Earthworks have commenced at La Parrilla
In early April, WRes announced that the construction team had been mobilised to site and that
earthworks had commenced at La Parrilla. Initial work included construction of the earthworks pads to
support offices and key construction infrastructure. These works are now nearing completion.
Engineering work for the crusher is 98% finalised and the steel contract has been awarded. The
manufacture of the crushers is well underway and nearing completion as announced in the 3rd April RNS.
The company also reported that earthworks and civil works for the crusher are well underway. The first
concrete was poured as planned in early May. Steel installation is scheduled to follow quickly thereafter
with the Crushing plant equipment delivered to site as needed.
The remaining large items; jigging circuit and concentration plant should be on site and installed by the
end of the year, and civils for all three plants has commenced. The site has power already (0.75MW)
installed, and the electricity provider is in the process of doubling this capacity. The required balance of
3MW will be provided by low cost natural gas generators which are competitive with grid power prices.
Grade control drilling will commence in June, to drill out and confirm the grade for the first 6 months of
operations.
Figure 11 – Earthworks to support construction at La Parrilla have commenced (LHS) and View of LP plant area (RHS)

Source: WRes
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Figure 12 – La Parrilla earthworks

Source: WRes
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Figure 13 – Preparations for the installation of the crusher are well underway

Source: WRes
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Figure 14 – Preparations for the installation of the crusher are well underway

Source: WRes
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Staged Development Plan underway
The company’s phased development strategy remains intact. The current construction activities relate to
the first stage in this plan, the “T2” development. The overarching strategy is to develop a low capital,
modular plant that is easily scalable and provides a fast track start-up to first production and cash flow.

T2 – commissioning in Q4 2018, 1st ore and ramp up during Q1 2019
The first stage, coined “T2” by the company, comprises ramping up production to 2Mtpa ROM. This will
be achieved by completing construction of the new processing plant, including the new crushing circuit,
jigging plant, and new concentrator. T2 should result in the production of c.2,700tpa of tungsten
concentrate (180,000mtu WO3), and c400tpa of tin concentrate.

T3.5 Expansion – 2020 onwards
The T3.5 expansion is based on ramping up ROM throughput to 3.5Mtpa. The increase in ore will be
accommodated by an upgrade which essentially doubles crushing and screening circuit capacity. The
most important addition to the plant as part of the expansion will be the construction of an X-ray sorter.
Testwork has confirmed that X-Ray ore sorting on -50 mm ROM feed produced excellent metal recoveries
at a substantial mass rejection of 50% and averting the need to expand downstream plant infrastructure.
T3.5 should result in the production of >4,000tpa of tungsten concentrate (255,000mtu WO3), and
c400tpa of tin concentrate.
Figure 15 – La Parrilla Development plan

Source: Turner Pope estimates, WRes
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Development timeline: 12-month countdown
WRes has always stated that the La Parrilla build window is approximately 12 months, once all financing
has been finalised. Due to the preparatory work we have outlined previously, and with engineering and
long-lead time items funded internally, the 12-month target appears to be on track.
Based on financial completion of the debt financing package with BlackRock in February, the 12-month
construction period equates to first ore production and plant commissioning in Q4 2018, with first ore
and gradual ramp-up to full capacity during Q1 2019.
Figure 16 – La Parrilla detailed development timeline

Source: WRes
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Final Investment Decision Report: recap
Summary of key FID outcomes
WRes published the results of results of its Final Investment Decision (“FID”) report in August 2017, and
the study forms the basis of La Parrilla’s development and mine plan.
The FID is consistent with the company’s two-stage development strategy for La Parrilla, commencing
with the T2 development at 2Mtpa ROM, and expanding to T3.5 at 3.5Mta ROM. The T2 2Mtpa stage
equates to 2,700tpa of WO3 concentrate, and the T3.5 stage equates to 4,000tpa WO3 concentrate.
Total capex is estimated at US$48m, split into $27.8m for T2 and $20m for T3.5. The average operating
cost is US$94/mtu at the mine gate during the first six years of planned production.
Outcome. Based on a European APT price profile incorporating a long-term price of US$300/mtu (66%
WO3 product, realising 80% of the European APT price 2017-dollar terms) and a €/USD exchange rate of
US$0.95, the FID indicates a post-tax NPV10 of US$54M, and an IRR of 64%. Average annual EBITDA is
estimated at $30m, and the payback period is estimated to be 2 years from the commencement of
operations.

Capital Costs
The FID estimates that the total capex to develop La Parrilla T2 will be $27.8m, with the T3.5 expansion
slated to cost a further $20m. This equates to a total capital cost of $47m, including a 15% contingency.
It is important to note that this is highly competitive on a capital intensity basis and vastly lower than
comparable tungsten projects– refer to our analysis earlier in this note. We view the $27m capex figure
as robust, given that it is based on awarded contracts and firm bids for the long-lead and major items
such as the crushing, jig and concentrator packages.

Figure 17 – La Parrilla FID: capital costs
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Operating costs
Total operating costs over the initial 6-year LOM are estimated at US$94/mtu (C3, at the mine-gate),
placing La Parrilla in the lower quartile of the industry cost curve.
Figure 18 – La Parrilla FID: operating costs
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Mining schedule
The mining schedule as per the FID is outlined in the table below. The ore mining plan has been
designed to ensure that the processing plant runs at full capacity in line with the staged expansion of
processing facilities. Ore mining commences at 2Mtpa and ramps up to 3.5Mtpa in year 4.
The La Parrilla Main open pit is optimized with a series of two pushbacks allowing for three phases
developing the pit. A staged design approach was incorporated into the schedule enabling production to
minimize waste in the early years while also targeting higher grades early on. The Main La Parrilla pit
will provide the bulk of the feed to the mill, accounting for approximately 98% of mill feed in the initial
mining years, with initial mining primarily focused on a previously unmined area (T2 area) adjacent to
the southwestern boundary of the current La Parrilla open pit.

Figure 19 – La Parrilla FID: mining schedule
Summary mine schedule
Ore tonnes
Mt
Waste tonnes
Mt
Strip Ratio
x
Tungsten grade
WO3 ppm
Tin grade
Sn ppm

Year 1
2.0
3.6
1.82
1,352
120

Year 2
2.0
3.4
1.71
1,258
121

Year 3
3.2
8.7
2.73
1,025
183

Year 4
3.5
4.1
1.19
1,116
121

Year 5
3.5
1.5
0.42
1,000
114

Year 6
3.5
0.5
0.22
1,008
99

Total
17.7
22
1.35
1,127
126
Source: WRes
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Valuation update
We have updated our indicative valuation of WRes to incorporate the final metrics from the August 2017
Financial Investment Decision report in combination with an updated timeline and current metal pricing.
We derive a forward-looking valuation of WRes based on a NAV/Earnings blend of £53m or
0.96p/sh.
Our primary valuation continues to be based on a DCF model of La Parrilla. Our post-tax unrisked NPV10
for La Parrilla is US$61m (£45m or 0.83p/sh) derived from our base case model.
Key assumptions. We have based our DCF model closely on the metrics and schedules within the FID,
updated to fit the current development timeline. We assume first production in Q1 2019 ramping up to
full T2 2Mtpa ROM by the end of 2019. We assume the T3.5 expansion to 3.5Mtpa ROM kicks in from
2021. We assume ore tonnes, strip ratios, grade profiles and recoveries as per the FID. We assume total
capex of US$48m phased as $27.2 m for T2 and $20.8m for T3.5 and assume average steady-state
sustaining capital of c.$1.2m pa. We assume C1 opex at $94/mtu, and total opex at $94/mtu post
royalties and tin credits (-$16/mtu), in-line with the FID estimates.
Price deck. We assume use a Euroepan APT (ammonium para tungstate) price of $275/mtu for 2019
and then flat long-term $300/mtu in line with the Argus tungsten price forecasts. Note that we view this
highly conservative given that current European APT price is running at $320/mtu. The tungsten price,
despite some volatility is now 2 years into a sustained recovery, and still well below the price seen during
2011-2014. We model La Parrilla 66% WO3 concentrate achieving 80% of the prevailing European APT
price.
Funding. Our model incorporates the $35m loan facility with BlackRock – 5-year term, average interest
rate of 12.6%. We also include the cash from recent equity financings and the related dilution, with the
total number of shares in issue as 5,478,074,605.
Risked La Parrilla NPV. We generally value advanced exploration and development companies in the
range of 0.25-1.0x NAV, in line with industry averages. We believe that WRes deserves to trade towards
the upper level of this range with a fully-permitted, fully-funded, low capex, low opex project, offset by
risks around development timelines, and project execution. We have increased our NAV multiple to 0.9x
from 0.8x to reflect that La Parrilla is now fully funded. Thus, we apply a 0.9x NAV multiple to derive a
risked NPV of US$55m (£41m, or 0.75p/sh).
Adjustments. We include a nominal resource value of $10m for Régua for the first time to reflect
development progress at the project, but we hold off on moving to a DCF based valuation in the absence
of firm metrics which should be available on completion of the Régua FID later this year. Régua will
likely add a significant tungsten production boost to the company, with the potential to add considerable
incremental value. We have not valued the company’s Cu-Au assets as these are early stage exploration
although clearly, they will have some value going forward, despite the assets not receiving any market
recognition within the WRes portfolio at present.
We incorporate WRes’ current cash balance from the recent £1.5m placing, and the $35m debt funding
and matching liability (cancels out) for our fully-funded valuation. Finally, we adjust for our estimate of
forward corporate G&A costs (DCF basis).
WRes risked NAV. This feeds a risked NAV valuation of US$62m (£46m or 0.84p/sh), implying nearterm upside of 61% versus the current share price on a NAV basis. See table next page.
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Figure 20 – Indicative valuation of WRes, Turner Pope estimates
NAV Valuation
Unrisked NPV
La Parrilla
Subtotal
Risked NPV
La Parrilla
Sub-total

Disc Rate
10%

NAV multiple
0.90x

US$m
61
61

£m
45
45

p/sh
0.830
0.830

55
55

41
41

0.75
0.75

10

7

0.14

37
(35)
(5)

27
(26)
(4)

0.50
(0.47)
(0.07)

$62m

£46m
Upside

0.84p
59%

Other projects:
Régua
Corp Adjustments
Cash B/S + funding
Debt
Forward Corporate G&A / Other
NAV VALUATION

Blended valuation
EPS (Avg. Steady state 2020/2021)
NAV valaution
Earnings valuation
NPV/EARNINGS BLEND VALUATION

p/sh
0.22
Multiple Weighting
0.90x
50%
5x
50%
£53m
Upside

Shares on issue (basic)

0.84
1.1
0.96p
82%
5,478.1m

Source: Turner Pope estimates

Blended Valuation. Given that La Parrilla is now under construction, we also present a valuation based
on a blend of NAV and forward earnings as per our preferred valuation methodology for producing
assets. Using an average of 2020/2021 steady-state EPS, and a 50:50 earnings/NAV weighting, we derive
a forward-looking “exit valuation” of £53m or 0.96p/sh, implying an upside of 85% versus the current
share price.
La Parrilla shaping up to be a high-margin producer
Our DCF analysis indicates that La Parrilla has the potential to be a leading high-margin producer in the
tungsten sector. Our base case $61m NPV10 returns a robust 70% IRR. La Parrilla’s exceptional low
capital intensity drives this IRR, which we view as sector leading.
We forecast annual average revenue of US$54m, annual average EBITDA of $32m, and average steadystate FCF from 2019 onwards of $22m pa. This should ensure that WRes can service its proposed debt
facility adequately, which interest and repayments well covered. Note that we model only the initial 6year LOM, but the reserve potentially supports a mine life in excess of 11 years.

Note: All “$” used in this research note denotes US Dollars.
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Figure 21 – La Parrilla 6-year LOM DCF outputs, Turner Pope estimates (US$m)
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Figure 22 – La Parrilla 6-year LOM tungsten production (mtu), Turner Pope estimates
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Source: Turner Pope estimates
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Sensitivity Analysis
Given the recent recovery in tungsten price fundamentals, it is pertinent to indicate the potential upside
of our NPV valuation of La Parrilla to higher tungsten prices. Our base-case model uses a 10% discount
rate and flat long-term tungsten APT price of $300/mtu.
Our sensitivity analysis indicates that La Parrilla shows strong leverage to the tungsten price, and
therefore, WRes remains a compelling way to play any further rebound the tungsten price. For example,
our NPV10% for La Parrilla increases from $61m to $83m, a 36% increase, if we use a new flat long-term
price deck of $350/mtu. Note that this excludes any upside from higher tin prices.

Figure 23 – La Parrilla NPV – sensitivity analysis to discount rate and tungsten price, Turner Pope estimates

La Parrilla NPV (US$m)
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0.34
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Source: Turner Pope estimates

Figure 24 – La Parrilla NPV – sensitivity analysis to higher tungsten prices, Turner Pope estimates
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Putting La Parrilla into context
Based on WRes’ mine plan from the FID (6-year LOM), we model La Parrilla producing 180,000 mtu/pa
of WO3 for the T2 phase, increasing to an annual average of 255,000 mtu/pa of WO3 for the T3.5
expansion. We model LOM average production over the 6-years at 231,000 mtu/pa of WO3.
This firmly positions La Parrilla as a major player amongst some of the largest tungsten development
projects globally. WRes is ahead of the curve, being one of only two projects in our tungsten universe
currently in the construction stage.
Figure 25 – Global tungsten development projects – annual average production*
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Putting La Parrilla in a low-grade box is misleading
LP’s resource grade is 0.099% (998ppm) which is relatively low compared to peer deposits which
typically grade 0.15%-0.30% (1,500-3,000ppm). Recent drilling has delineated thick, high-grade zones
in the T2 South area which are expected to boost the grade to 1,350ppm and 1,260ppm in the critical
start-up years of 2018 and 2019 respectively. Plus, as we outline on the next page, in tungsten mining
and metallurgy, grade is not king. Furthermore, La Parrilla’s feed grade to the concentrator in T3.5 is
actually 0.3% (2.5x upgrade) due to simple upgrading in the pre-concentration stages.
Figure 26 – La Parrilla is a relatively low-grade deposit, but recent drilling has demonstrated potential for higher grades
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Sector-leading capital intensity
LP’s total development capital cost is estimated to be $48m (T2 $27.8m + T3.5 $20.2m). Our analysis
indicates that based on industry average capital intensity (calculated on a LOM average annual tungsten
production basis), LP’s $48m capex translates to an extremely low, sector-leading capital intensity. We
calculate our capital intensity on an mtu tungsten (WO3) basis (not concentrate tonnes) to capture a likefor-like comparison and strip out concentrate grade variability. We calculate that LP has a capital
intensity of $208/mtu, vastly lower than the $547/mtu average we calculate for development projects
and new mine starts.
In absolute terms, LP’s capex is significantly lower than peer projects such as Barruecopardo ($61m) and
Hemerdon (Wolf has spent c.$250m to date – and continuous operation at design capacity has still not
been achieved). The advantage of a low capex project is clear, first and foremost it means that WRes was
able to secure debt financing to cover the entire capex of the T2 stage, plus capital payback time is
reduced.
Figure 27 – La Parrilla is an extremely low capital intensity project*
Capital intensity, LOM average annual production basis ($/mtu)
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LP’s low capex is driven by location, infrastructure, and favourable metallurgy
LP is located in an area of excellent infrastructure, and given that historically, the project was an
operating mine, LP is essentially a brownfields site. The key drivers of LP’s low capex are:
1. All major infrastructure is in place, with site offices, access roads, a quality water supply and
connection to grid power which is currently being upgraded to increase capacity.
2. LP is a shallow, low-strip deposit, and critically no pre-strip for the T2 phase is required.
3. The simple coarse-grained scheelite mineralogy has excellent metallurgical characteristics
translating to early liberation at a coarse size fraction, and a simple, low-cost gravity flow sheet.
4. Development has been phased, and the modular processing plant has been “right-sized”.
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LP’s Operating costs will be bottom quartile
The FID indicates that LOM (1st 6 years) average unit operating costs for LP will be $94/mtu at the mine
gate, including by-product credits from tin production and royalties (i.e. total operating, or C3 costs).
Our analysis of the current pipeline of tungsten development projects indicates that LP sits right at the
bottom of the curve as potentially the lowest cost new project. We calculate an average opex of
$138/mtu for our tungsten universe, versus LP’s slated $94/mtu.
For reference, we include some producing mines including Hemerdon (recent start-up). Hemerdon’s
opex was forecast at $105/mtu in its 2011 DFS but we estimate it is currently operating at c.$442/mtu
due to processing difficulties and poor plant availability. Note that LP sits just above Masan Resources’’
Nui Phao mine, the world’s largest tungsten mine, and one of the industry’s lowest cost producers.
Figure 28 – La Parrilla is hands down, the lowest cost new tungsten development project
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Our analysis is backed up by the Argus tungsten producer cost curve. Slotting LP into the curve
demonstrates that the project sits firmly in the lower quartile, beaten only by China Moly Co, where
tungsten is produced as a by-product.
Figure 30 – La Parrilla will sit in the lowest quartile of the global tungsten cost curve

Source: Argus / WRes
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LP’s globally competitive operating costs are driven by:
1. Extremely low Spanish input costs (Mining, labour etc), which are highly competitive, as
demonstrated by Berkeley Energia (AIM:BKY) developing the Salamanca uranium project, and
Highfield Resources (ASX:HFR) developing the Muga potash project, both world-class projects at
the lower end of the cost curve in their respective sectors.
2. Geology and metallurgy. The tungsten mineralisation at LP is scheelite (CaWO4) contained
within quartz veins. The tungsten and tin-bearing quartz provides a marked density contrast to
the surrounding shale and greywacke host rock which is light. This translates to high metal
recoveries, and the waste rock is efficiently ejected early in the flow-sheet. This is in contrast to
the majority of high-grade deposits which are typically skarn-type, and require significant
grinding, which increases operating costs considerably.
3. Upgrading. LP’s crushing and pre-concentrate steps upgrade the ROM grade by 2.5x prior to
final concentration (56% mass rejection at the pre-concentration stage) to c.0.28% at the T3.5
expansion stage. Extensive power-intensive milling is not required at LP and grade of c.0.3%
WO3 to the concentrator is higher than the majority of operating tungsten mines globally.
4. Tin. LP ore contains 110ppm Sn, which adds a significant by-product credit, reducing unit
operating costs by approximately $16/mtu on average.

Focus on the margins, not the grade
LP is a low-grade tungsten deposit, but due to the reasons outlined above, the project has the potential to
generate industry-leading margins. The chart below demonstrates that tungsten resource grade is not a
very reliable predictor of margins. Compare LP with a grade of 0.09% and indicative cash margin of
$146/mtu (assuming $240/mtu, 80% of $300/mtu APT) to higher grade deposits; Dolphin (0.9%,
margin $122/mtu), Sisson (0.61%, margin $120/mtu) and Sangdong (0.44%, margin $108/mtu). The
conclusion is that the only way to compare deposits is to dig deeper and focus on geology, metallurgy,
operating costs and margins. On this basis, we see La Parrilla as a compelling investment proposition in
the tungsten space.
Figure 31 – Grade is not a particularly good indicator of potential cash margins and capital intensity
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Figure 32 – Average cash margin at $240/mtu (80% of $300/mtu APT price) – grade has little bearing
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Tungsten update
Recap on Tungsten usage - not easily substituted in specialist applications
Tungsten, (symbol ‘W’) is a hard metal and its primary ores include Scheelite (CaWO4) and Wolframite
(FeMnWO4). Tungsten has several unique properties which mean that tungsten and tungsten alloys
cannot be easily substituted in the majority of applications. Tungsten has the highest melting point of all
metals (3,410°C), the lowest coefficient of expansion, and is the hardest pure metal, in addition to being
an excellent conductor.
Tungsten’s main end-use application is in cemented tungsten carbides (60%) and ferrous alloys (24%)
for the steel sector, meaning that the automotive and industrial engineering sectors are the main end-use
industries. As a function of its hardness and density, it also has military applications, particularly for
projectiles. New applications are also emerging such as in smart glass, batteries and LED lamps.
China dominates. Current global tungsten demand is approximately 80,000tpa. According to the
International Tungsten Industry Association, demand for tungsten has grown 4% p.a. for the past 10
years. China is the world’s largest consumer of tungsten and consumed 60% of world production in
2016, up from 30% in 1996 according to Roskill. Growth in primary tungsten demand is highly
correlated to GDP growth and despite jitters over the rate of growth in China, the continued story of
industrialisation and urbanisation remains relevant
Tungsten is flying. The current European tungsten APT price is $325/mtu, an 86% increase since the
beginning of 2016, and already in excess of the $240-$320/mtu price deck used by WRes in its August
2017 FID Report. We see further upside to prices given the tightening availability of stocks, strong
downstream demand and the limited number of quality new projects or expansions in the industry
pipeline.
Figure 33 – Tungsten European APT price ($/mtu) – Jan 2016 to present
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Recent Supply, Demand and Industry themes


Chinese supply crunch. Prices continue to rise on the back of strong demand in China. Traders
reported that several purchase inquiries in April couldn’t be met due to insufficient spot cargoes.
Whilst this has been driving the recent price rises, it is also storing up a future supply problem
with end-users having to defer restocking by two to three months. We believe that current
positive price sentiment will continue to be supported by rising costs and lower grades at
existing operations, particularly in China.



Tightening environmental legislation remains an issue in key Chinese producing provinces
such as Jiangxi which is one of the main production hubs. Ongoing inspections continue to
hamper domestic output. The threat that inspections will disrupt production in the Jiangxi hub is
continuing to support positive price sentiment. In particular, APT smelters are facing increasing
restrictions on where slag can be deposited.



Scarcity. There remains a scarcity of tungsten concentrate in “conflict-free” regions.



European and US demand remains strong, particularly in hard metal applications.



Automotive demand continues to be a key growth area. Tungsten use in automotive and
aerospace applications is expected to increase by 5% pa according to estimates by Argus. Whilst
only a small amount of tungsten is used in vehicles, the projected penetration rate of new vehicle
manufacture and sales in China continues to look robust, especially for SUVs.



Oil, gas, mining, drilling. Activity in the sector continues to recover (tungsten used in drill bits)
with US rig counts buoyant, and mining activity steadily increasing.



Bosch has developed new tungsten coated brakes which eliminate up to 90% of brake dust and
producing performance similar to ceramic brake discs. Whilst widespread adoption could be a
long way off, it demonstrates that new uses of tungsten are constantly emerging in mass-market
applications.



Almonty off-take. In March 2018, Almonty Industries, the largest tungsten producer outside
China, has entered into a new off-take agreement with an existing customer for the tungsten
concentrate to be mined and processed at the Company’s wholly-owned Sangdong Tungsten
Mine in South Korea. The off-take has a term of 10-years and guaranteed revenues of C$500m.
Almonty expects Sangdong to be in production by Q1 2020. This further demonstrates the
increasing demand for tungsten concentrates.



Deficit ahead. Argus expects the market to progressively tighten into a growing deficit between
2019 and 2022. This would be good news for WRes as La Parrilla hits its stride in 2019 and
onwards. Industry commentators believe that China will become a net importer of tungsten by
the mid-2020s given the country’s increasing self-consumption.
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La Parrilla – overview
The 100%-owned La Parrilla tungsten project is located in the Extremadura region of Spain
approximately 310km southwest of Madrid, and 257km north of Seville.

Spain is an increasingly attractive mining jurisdiction
Spain is increasingly being viewed by the mining industry as an attractive investment jurisdiction due to
the combination of inherent geological prospectivity and improving clarity on mining legislation. The
Fraser Institute ranks Spain 8th within Europe (and 24th out of 104 countries globally) on the 2016
Investment Attractiveness Index. Notably, Spain’s ranking jumped by 10 spots over 2015, due to
improving certainty on environmental legislation, administration and the legal system.
Given the appreciable political risk and increasing volatility in mainstay mining destinations, particularly
Africa, Asia, and South America, mining companies and investors are showing renewed interest in
European mining jurisdictions. During the last commodity boom cycle, Europe was largely overlooked as
the perception was that the permitting process was too onerous. However, the situation has improved
vastly, and the emphasis on job creation and community rejuvenation means that mining is now seen as
an important component. Companies such as Atalaya Mining (AIM:AYTM), Berkeley Energia (AIM: BKY),
Highfield Resources (ASX: HFR) and Ormonde Mining (AIM: ORM) and Trafigura, along with WRes
have established that it is possible to permit a new mine into production in Spain. This new push was led
by Trafigura’s Magdalena mine (Aguas Teñidas satellite), which came on stream in 2016.

First world infrastructure
WRes has a considerable competitive advantage versus other development projects as the majority of
major infrastructure is already in place at La Parrilla. The brownfields site is accessed directly from the
main Madrid-Seville highway by a 7km asphalt road. If required, the project has direct road access to the
port of Huelva (from where Atalaya ships its copper con to China).
Figure 34 – La Parrilla’s excellent location

Source: WRes
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Power and water secured, supporting infrastructure already in place
The LP site is currently connected to grid power with an installed 0.75MW capacity, expandable to
1.5MW with installation of a new line. Approximately 3MW capacity will be required for the initial two
years of operation (including commissioning), and WRES plans to supplement the inbuilt capacity with
an additional 1.5MW from LNG generators. The long-term strategy to provide power for the full 11-year
LOM would be to potentially construct a new 6MW line from the nearby substation.
There is sufficient water on site for three years of operations, and after which water will be supplied from
the existing public irrigation channel. Supporting infrastructure is largely in place, including offices,
training and medical facilities and concentrate storage. Sufficient wet fine tailings storage capacity exists
in the historical dams for the entire LOM though redevelopment and raising of existing dam walls. This
will be achieved by pumping tailings into one lined dam, located on top of the existing slimes deposit.
Figure 35 – Considerable infrastructure is already in place at La Parrilla, which reduces capital outlay

Source: WRes

History – LP was the largest tungsten producer in Spain
Tungsten mining at La Parrilla commenced in the early 1950s, with the main bulk of open pit mining
undertaken between 1968 and 1987, utilising a 1Mtpa ROM plant producing a scheelite concentrate. It is
estimated that 7Mt was mined during this period, making LP the largest tungsten producer in Spain at
the time. The mine was put on care and maintenance after the collapse in the tungsten price in the late
1980s. Exploration activities were undertaken by various companies in the 1990s, until the project was
acquired by WRes in 2010.
WRes initially started production by reprocessing historical jig tailings in 2014 and 2015 and shipping a
high-grade tungsten concentrate to European customers. The tailings operation had a limited life and
WRes then turned its focus to mine development. Hard rock mining commenced in July 2016 in the Fast
Track Mine area, with first concentrate shipments in October 2016. However, production was
temporarily suspended, whilst the plant is expanded to 2Mtpa capacity, with the installation of new
efficient circuits; crushing, jigging and regrind, and gravity.
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Permitting – T2 secured, T3.5 in the pipeline
In Q4 2015, WRes secured the Mining Approval (granted by the Regional Government) at La Parrilla
which removes a large component of timeline risk. The Mining Lease is valid until 2068 and covers both
the T2 and T.3.5 expansion. All necessary mining approvals for the T2 area have been received, including
all required environmental permits. WRes’ environmental team has commenced drafting the application
for the Mining Approval to cover the full T3.5 life of mine. The permitting process is streamlined, and all
required approvals fall under a single lease application.

Geology and mineralisation
LP is situated on the western part of the Central Iberian Zone, part of the Hercynian orogeny extending
from northwest Spain and Portugal into central and southern Spain. Tungsten mineralisation at LP
typically occurs as coarse-grained scheelite (CaWO4), hosted by a series of quartz veins, and is
interpreted to be related to the Hercynian granites. Discrete higher-grade tungsten mineralisation is also
associated with greissenised granitic fingers.
Mineralisation is associated with a later generation of brittle, undeformed scheelite bearing veins and
vein sets. Individual veins average 10cm in thickness, but the largest veins are in excess of 3m thick. The
important aspect to note for mining purposes is that the veins form wide 10-45m zones, which dip 30° to
the east and show good continuity over 300m down-dip and up to 100m along strike. The geology at LP
lends itself to relatively easy mining, with good grade control, in addition to the simple metallurgy.
Figure 36 – Scheelite-bearing veins in LP pit (LHS), Cross section showing vein sets (RHS)

Source: WRes

Robust resource base
In May 2017, WRes reported an update to the La Parrilla resource, following on from the 2016 in-fill drill
programme. The estimate, completed by Golder Associates confirmed the estimated mineral resource to
be 49Mt at 0.099% WO3 (998ppm) and 110ppm Sn (tin), at a cut-off grade of 0.04% WO3. This equates
to total contained WO3 of 4.87m mtu. The resource update represents a 4% grade increase over the
previous February 2016 estimate.
We view the La Parrilla mineral resource estimate as robust, with 74% of the total resource (on a
contained WO3 basis) contained within the M&I categories. The resource is based on six mineralised
vein packages.
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Figure 37 – La Parrilla Mineral Resource estimate (JORC 2012)
Classification

Tonnage (Mt)

WO3 (ppm)

1
35
13
49

1,115
1,004
974
998

Measured
Indicated
Inferred
Total

WO3(%)
0.111
0.100
0.097

Contained WO3 (mtu)
111,000
3,500,000
1,261,000

0.099

4,872,000

Sn (ppm)
278
110
97
110

Source: Golder Associates

Grade boost for critical early years
The most important aspect of the 2016 in-fill programme and subsequent 2017 resource update is the
delineation of new thick high-grade zones within the FTM mine area. WRes expects that this discovery
will increase the 2018 ROM feed grade by 42% (1,350ppm) and the 2019 grade by 16% (1,260ppm).
This is likely to be highly beneficial to the project economics, with the higher grades potentially feeding
through to increased cash flow in the early years of production and within the capital payback window.

Maiden reserve gives 11-year LOM
In June 2017, WRes reported a maiden reserve estimate for La Parrilla, amounting to 29.8Mt at 931ppm
WO3 for 2.76m mtu contained. The main modifying factors applied in the reserve calculation were a
long-term tungsten price of $300/mtu, 5% dilution, 95% ore recovery, 72% WO3 metallurgical recovery,
60% tin recovery, and a cut-off grade of 0.033% WO3.
The reserve supports a total LOM of 11 years based on the progressive expansion of the operation to
2Mtpa in 2018, increasing to 3.5Mtpa in 2020. In order to define a low capex, low cost start-up
operation and secure debt financing, the current focus is on a highly economic initial 6-year LOM. The
transition to the 11-year LOM will require further drilling in order to convert some of the waste tonnes in
the cut-back currently classified as Inferred to ore and reduce the strip ratio. In this regard. WRes has an
extension drill programme planned to unlock the 11-year LOM, in conjunction with securing the full
mine approval.
Figure 38 – La Parrilla Proven and Probable Mineral Reserves (Diluted) - JORC 2012
Classification

Tonnage (Mt)

WO3 (ppm)

1.2
28.6
29.8

995
928
931

Proven
Probable
Total

WO3(%)
0.100
0.093

Contained WO3 (mtu)
117,100
2,651,100

0.093

2,768,300

Sn (ppm)
251
111
116

Source: AYMA Mining Solutions

Simple, low-strip open pit mining
Mining at La Parrilla is very straightforward, utilising conventional open pit, drill and blast, truck and
shovel techniques. Grade control is likely to be straightforward given the visual nature of the orebody,
supplemented with blast hole drilling and sampling, providing the opportunity to undertake selective
mining and control dilution.
The key take-away is that the strip ratio is exceptionally low, a mere 1.35 to 1 over the initial six-year
LOM. This translates through to low operating costs, and critically, no pre-strip is required which reduces
upfront capital costs. The low strip and low-density shale waste rock feeds through to low rock
movement costs. Initial mining at La Parrilla will proceed in stages, starting with the Fast Track mine
area (FTM) over an initial 6-year mine life. Mining will focus on the previously unmined area adjacent to
the southwestern boundary of the historic La Parrilla open pit (see figure next page). In the first two
years, ore will be mined at 2Mtpa, ramping up to 3.5Mtpa by year four.
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Figure 39 – Fast Track Mine area – the focus of the initial 6 years of LOM

Source: WRes

Processing – favourable metallurgy drives low opex
We view La Parrilla’s simple metallurgy as an important differentiator versus the majority of other
tungsten development projects. The company plans to produce tungsten and tin concentrates (at a ratio
of 8:1 W:Sn) via conventional, tried and tested gravity separation techniques. WRes has undertaken
considerable metallurgical testwork to refine the process flow sheet. Long-lead items have already been
ordered and are currently being fabricated.
Figure 40 – La Parrilla flowsheet – jig, mill and crusher ordered

Source: WRes
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La Parrilla’s inherent advantage
A key factor in LP’s low capital cost in addition to the excellent infrastructure is that a high-grade, highquality tungsten concentrate can be produced using a simple, low-cost gravity separation plant. The main
plant processes are: dry crushing and screening, X-Ray ore sorting, jigging pre-concentration and final
concentration. Sulphide flotation reduces the arsenic content down to acceptable concentrate
specifications.
In addition to the relatively low upfront capital cost, the process plant is a key contributor to WRes’
bottom quartile cost structure.
The main reasons for this competitive advantage include:








The coarse-grained scheelite mineralogy, hosted by quartz veins lends itself to efficient liberation
of tungsten at a coarse particle size, with dense W-Sn-bearing quartz easily separated, and the
light shale host rock readily rejected.
This ease of liberation means that approximately 80% of the tungsten is liberated in the -8mm to
1mm size range, i.e. the size range of the pre-concentrate produced after passing through the
secondary crusher. A modest grinding step post-jigging to -2mm supports >90% liberation for
both tungsten and tin. This negates the need to fine grind, reducing mill-size, residence time and
power consumption.
LP’s tungsten ore is scheelite based, which means that the plant does not have to cope with a
high level of fines and clay that has presented issues with other wolframite/granite type deposits
such as Hemerdon where Wolf Minerals has struggled to reliably ramp up the plant to steadystate production.
Thus, as we describe elsewhere in this note, the input ROM grade is not a particularly instructive
metric, given that the ROM grade is easily upgraded 2.5x to a typical concentrate feed grade
with only minimal processing.

High-quality concentrates
La Parrilla will produce a high-quality tungsten concentrate, which the company expects to grade 6667% WO3, and tin product of >60% Sn. This is based on the extensive testwork and the recent
concentrate production in late 2016. Typically, a 66% WO3 concentrate receives approximately 80% of
the prevailing APT (Ammonium para tungstate) price, the main precursor for the majority of tungsten
products.
The concentrates do not contain high levels of deleterious elements, the existing product produced by
WRes in late 2016 was well received by customers. The quality of the concentrate was further confirmed
by the announcement in February 2017 that the company had signed two major long-term off-take
agreements accounting for approximately 80% of La Parrilla’s production.
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Pipeline Projects:
Régua – now on the road to development
Régua, located in the Viseu region of North East Portugal, is a high-grade tungsten deposit in which W
owns a 100% interest. The underground project is scalable at low cost and requires limited capital to
develop. In October 2015, Golder Associates confirmed a mineral resource estimate of 5.46Mt at 0.28%
WO3, based on a cut-off grade of 0.1% WO3. The resource remains open at depth and in all
directions.
Figure 41 – Mineral resources for Régua deposit using a 0.1% WO3 cut-off grade within mineralised domains
Classification
Indicated
Inferred
Total

Tonnage (Mt)
3.76
1.70
5.46

WO3 (%)
0.304
0.227
0.280

Source: Golder Associates

2018 land purchase clears path for development. In February 2018, the company secured land access
and all approvals for the first stage of the Régua tungsten mine development. Land access was secured
through the acquisition of the 20.3 hectares of land covering the main area of the Régua mine, for a
consideration of €300,000. The area of land purchased covers the outcropping Régua resource along with
the trial mine facilities including the portals and the underground projected stopes.
Fully permitted. Under the land-use plan, the Régua project area is classified as a mining area and the
Régua trial mine project has obtained all required approvals from the central Mines Department and
Regional Authorities, demonstrating clear support from local municipality of Armamar. Thus, the land
acquisition represented the last hurdle for development activities to commence.
Mining plans. WRes plans to develop an underground mining operation with two near horizontal adits
bored directly from outcropping sections of the orebody to access high grade ore. The ROM feed grade
for the first two years is estimated in the mine plan to average 0.43% - high by global standards and
three times that at La Parrilla.
Processing plans. The current plan is to truck ore to ready-built crushing plant in a nearby granite
quarry. The ore will then be processed into a high-grade concentrate at a new modular concentrator to
be built by WRes on the site of the crushing and waste disposal facility. WRes estimates a start-up cost of
around €2.5m for the trial mine. Previous metallurgical testwork indicated that a high-quality, highgrade 64-65% WO3 concentrate can be produced using simple gravity concentration as per La Parrilla.
Timeline. WRes plans to open the first galleries at Régua later this year, with preparatory mine grade
control drilling to commence during Q2 2018 targeting the entrance to the two high-grade mine adits.
Road construction will commence alongside the drilling. A Final Investment Decision report will be
finalised in Q3 3018, and subject to a satisfactory outcome of the FID, mining will then commence in Q4.
Metrics. Prior to the release of the FID, the operating metrics have not been released. However, WRes
has previously stated that Régua could have a project life of 7 to 10 years, producing c. 1,300 tpa of
tungsten concentrate. This will increase W Resources’ aggregate tungsten (WO3) concentrate production
profile by 35% over the T2 plan at La Parrilla, to 3,800tpa.
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Tarouca – early-stage tungsten exploration
The Tarouca tungsten and tin exploration licence is owned 100% by W and is located in the Viseu region
of North East Portugal. The licence is a former scheelite mine covering 5.7km².
2014 Diamond drilling. WRes drilled 15 diamond holes (1,500m) between April and June 2014. The
drilling highlighted a number of high-grade zones at multiple levels, close to the surface, with scheelitebearing skarns have been intersected below the old workings and trenches. Highlights included:






Hole TAD007 - 3.09 m at 0.43% WO3 from 8.18m 
Hole TAD020 - 1.39 m at 2.44% WO3 from 41.28 m 
Hole TAD020 - 1.17 m at 0.58% WO3 from 54.95 m 
Hole TAD020 - 1.44 m at 0.38% WO3 from 118.89 m 
Hole TAD021 - 3.29 m at 1.13% WO3 from 54.55 m

2016 Trench sampling. In 2016, trench sampling at the Tarouca project showed high-grade tungsten
results with 15 out of 126 samples exceeding 0.5% WO3. This, combined with 15 holes drilled in 2014,
confirmed a very promising exploration target in the north-eastern area of the licence.
2018 RC Drilling. In March 2018, WRes completed a 29 hole, 1,515m RC (reverse circulation) drill
programme at Tarouca. Drill lengths were between 50m and 70m, with intersections of mineralisation
expected between surface and a maximum of 50m depth. The programme was also designed to provide a
more in-depth understanding on several high-grade skarn lenses with a complex geological history.
Next steps. The results from the 2018 RC drilling are expected in Q3 2018, after which the WRes team
will model the mineralised lenses in order to advance a geological resource at Tarouca.

Turner Pope’s view: The work at Tarouca is
slowly gaining significance as WRes continues to
advance the Régua project which is located only
20km from Tarouca.
Thus, we believe there could be valuable
synergies if Tarouca is developed alongside Régua
as a potential satellite operation.
20km is well within trucking distance which raises
a number of low-cost development opportunities
at Tarouca. Furthermore, the project is 100%owned by WRes.
The intersections at Tarouca so far have
demonstrated high tungsten grades, implying a
potential source of high-grade tonnes to feed a
proposed plant at Régua.
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Copper-gold assets – adding blue-sky value
WRes owns 100% of the CAA / Portalegre gold prospect, including the São Martinho gold deposit and
100% of the Monforte-Tinoca copper exploration licence, including the Tinoca and Azeiteiros copper
mines, both located in Portugal.
2018 plan. The company’s plan in 2018 is to add significant value to the copper gold assets and add
additional licences and projects to the current portfolio. The recent £1.5m placing (April 2018) together
with internal cash resources has provided the base to add value to the company’s growth assets in
Portugal for a relatively low investment. In this regard, a drilling programme commenced at São
Martinho this month (see below).
The company plans to progressively drill and move its copper-gold assets towards development,
incrementally adding value. The assets are currently included within the BlackRock financing security
package, and WRes plans to continue exploration and development activities, with a view to evaluating
strategic options two or three years down the line.
Various future options to recognise value from these assets could potentially include a spin-off into a
separate vehicle, or asset sale. Either way, the assets are not currently receiving much value recognition
by the market, and represent decent blue-sky options and growth opportunities, in our view.
CAA/Portalegre (including São Martinho)
CAA/Portalegre covers 289.75km² and is located in the North Alentejo region of East Portugal. The
licence includes the São Martinho gold deposit, the Mosteiros gold and the Assumar gold prospects.
São Martinho 2016 drilling and resource. In June 2016, Golder Associates completed a JORC resource
on São Martinho which confirmed a resource estimate of 3Mt at 1.04g/t Au for 111,987oz contained
gold. WRes’ evaluation of the project indicates the potential to increase the size of the indicated resource
and delineate additional high-grade zones. As such, a drilling programme was completed in the second
half of 2016 at São Martinho, with assays reported in January 2017. The results included some
exceptional intersections from near-surface including 55.6m at 2.34g/t from 2.5m, 14m at 7.52 g/t Au
from 31m and 8m at 6.5 g/t Au from 27m.
São Martinho 2018 drilling. In May 2018, a 15-hole, 2,000 RC drill programme was commenced at São
Martinho. The objective of the RC drilling is to provide more data, which in combination with the 2016
diamond drilling results, will be used to potential expand the current JORC resource.
Figure 42 – São Martinho target area

Source: WRes
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Board
Michael Masterman - Chairman
Mr Masterman has an exceptional track record in establishing and financing new resources companies.
He completed the US$1.15bn sale of a 31% interest in the Fortescue Metals Group’s majority-owned
FMG Iron Bridge iron ore company to Formosa Plastics Group. Following 9 years at McKinsey, and 8
years as an Executive Director of Anaconda Nickel, he has been a founding shareholder at Fortescue
Metals Group, Po Valley Energy and Atacama Metals.
Byron Pirola - Non-Executive Director
Director of Port Jackson Partners Limited, a Sydney based strategy management consulting firm. Prior to
joining Port Jackson Partners in 1992, Byron spent six years with McKinsey working out of the Sydney,
New York and London offices and across the Asian region. He has extensive experience in advising CEOs
and boards of both large public and small developing companies across a wide range of industries and
geographies. Byron is a Non-Executive Director of Po Valley Energy Limited.
David Garland - Non-Executive Director
David is the former General Counsel, Secretary and Chief Compliance Officer of Dominion Petroleum
Limited (an oil and gas exploration company then listed on the LSE). Before joining Dominion, he had
practiced as a barrister for 18 years from Brick Court Chambers, a leading commercial barristers’
chambers in London. David was a founder, and is currently General Counsel and a director, of Atacama
Metals Holdings Limited, a private Hong Kong registered copper exploration company, with mining
concessions and interests, in the Atacama Desert in Chile.

Senior Management
Fernando de La Fuente

-

General Manager

Geologist with more than 43 years’ experience in the exploration and mining geology industry in Europe,
Africa and North America and Latin America. He was the Regional Manager for Anglo American
Corporation of South Africa in West Africa and has also worked for Rio Algom and Phelps Dodge.
Fernando is a ‘qualified technical person’ in respect of the AIM Rules for Companies.
Aaron Szumilak - Metallurgist & Process Engineer
Mechanical and process engineer with 10 years’ experience in mineral processing and resource
development. He carries field experience in operational and technical services roles presenting a broad
range of process skills. Aaron has worked for Fortescue Metals Group, Syncrude and Composites
Innovation Centre.

Note to reader: Unless otherwise stated, factual information in the note has been sourced from the company
and opinions are those of the author.
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